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Brief  Introduction

• Earlier Methods of  Tracking Transactions

• OCLC QuestionPoint 2003

• LibData (RefStats) 2018

• LibAnswers 2020

• Reference Analytics 2021



Internal Communication

• Reference Team Members

• Other Librarians and Staff



FAQs



Other campus units

• ITS

• Admin thinks it is super cool



Consistency Answering Assignments



Analyzing Trends
Casey



How I used stats in the past…



Customized tagging

#badprimo



Future building planning

• 2 basements are super confusing

• Tutoring

• Writing Center

• Where is the door?

• Signage



Demonstrating value differently

• Making our case to administration

• Program reviews and annual reports

• Break down #s by librarian to report on PDRs



Assessment of  Impact

• Qualitative assessment of  impact on student success that isn’t a survey
• #nicethings

• Belonging1

• Ambassador

1. O’Keeffe, P. (2013). A Sense of Belonging: Improving Student Retention. College Student Journal, 47(4), 605–613.

Q: A student stopped by to say how much he was going to miss the 
library-- "the most special place at MSU. Graduating after 6 years here. 
Said he began by studying in the ERC on the bean bags, worked his way 
up to the 1st floor, then second, then third.  Worked way upstairs as his 
classes became more difficult. His fondest memories are at the library. 
#nicethings #belonging

Q: Student with young child needs a mouse but ERC is closed. Also, 
buses stop running at 10pm and she didn't have car seat for child, so 
could not take Uber or taxi.
A: Gave her my mouse and my business card.  She brought it back the 
next day. #belonging

Q: Thanks for talking with me 
about my thesis woes 
yesterday. You’re like a 
therapist.
A: Student got a new 
committee #ambassador 
#libraryfauxtherapy



Future ideas

• Tagging processes
• Controlled vocabulary

• How many tags are too many?

• Which tags are useless?

• Who tags?

• Usability / UX 
• Show need for professional librarian at the desk by showing progression of  a “simple 

questions” and how the reference interview leads to the real research question.
• Almost too much possibility



Instruction and Assessing our 
Impact

Jenny



Instruction

• Awareness of  assignments

• Tracking assignments that need updating or editing

• Identifying information literacy needs

• Tying together reference and instruction



Library Services Educational Competencies

• 5 broad competencies
• Use information and your library in order to succeed academically
• Articulate the specific information needed in order to begin academic inquiries and avoid information 

overload
• Assess information using appropriate search tools in order to gather evidence on an inquiry
• Evaluate the quality, usefulness, and relevance of  the information in order to determine the 

appropriateness of  a source
• Ethically Communicate synthesized and new knowledge in order to complete an academic inquiry

• Introductory, intermediate, and advanced student learning outcomes (SLOs) under each 
competency

Library Educational Competencies and SLOs: libguides.mnsu.edu/slo 

https://libguides.mnsu.edu/slo


Example Competency and SLOs

Library Educational Competencies and SLOs: libguides.mnsu.edu/slo 

https://libguides.mnsu.edu/slo


Mapping to Educational SLOs



Mapping to Educational SLOs: Observations
• Tough to do methodically
• Might need to establish 

criteria for what to analyze
• Super time consuming

BUT
• All instructional 

competencies are being 
covered at the reference 
desk!



Challenges and Opportunities
Evan



Challenges and Limitations
• Data Recording Problems

• Self-censoring:
• Respecting student and ensuring patron privacy – What 

level of  detail is too revealing? Some questions might 
embarrass. What about repeat patrons?

• Self-praise feels weird

• How do we report interactions that did not go as well as 
hoped? Should we correct others when reviewing 
questions?

• Some are reluctant to provide qualitative data.

• Inconsistencies
• High/low tickers: How accurate are our numbers and do we 

care?

• Inconsistencies--continued

• Busy days = fewer/lesser entries because of  time pressure

• We all provide different levels of  details in our responses

• Tagging is a powerful source of  data. How do we do use 
these for a consistent response?

• Creating Habits is Hard
• RefAnalytics only works as a communication tool if  we 

review other questions

• As the one providing data entry, we must think like data 
consumers, but we do not all have the same stake is using 
the data.

• Off  desk data is valuable but takes an effort to record.



Challenges and Limitations cont.

• Change in Software
• Migrating to RefAnalytics is a change and impacts the habits that we've built.
• Still figuring out how to utilize our coding scheme within RefAnalytics.

• Data Usage Problems
• So much data – what to do with it?
• How can we combine ref  data with other data gathered in the library to assess or analyze 

our services more effectively?
• Giving meaning to the data – How to transform numbers into a narrative? AND how do we 

utilize qualitative data to make recommendations or decisions.



Opportunities

• Build Coalition to Improve Consistency
• Encourage more descriptive entries.

• Encourage use of  and shared understanding of  
tagging.

• Promote increased off-desk reporting and incorporate 
other service points.

• Emphasize reading others' questions as a form 
of communication (single staffed desk)

• Bring Chat Elements to In Person
• Can we add student satisfaction to in 

person questions?

• Can we offer in person transcripts?

• Create Regular Reports to Administration: "Here 
is what we are seeing when working with 
students."

• Assessment
• Align our tagging to strategic priorities and use for 

reporting

• Use RefAnalytics data to develop area goals. Then 
establish data recording practice to correspond.

• Assess difference between chat and in person.

• Conduct targeted assessment and recording (e.g. one 
week a semester focus on specific learning outcomes)



Kudos and Easter Eggs
Q: Doctoral student stopped by. 
Said he's almost finished with his 
program. Said thank you. Said that 
the reference librarians have been 
wonderful and have helped him so 
much. Thanked us all for our help 
over the years.
A: A nice conversation to have

Q: How to find a file on One Drive
A: Best bet is to log in through MavMail 
and use the waffle.  All hail the waffle.  
Student says, "Sweet, I never would have 
figured it out without you!"

Q: Killed fly with fly swatter
A: Patron walking by said, "You've got to 
eat it now!"  Um, no thanks :) #funny 
#mmmproteinQ: Beverage machine was stuck

A: Hmm.  Put in another $1.75, the tea came out and it gave me 
my money back.  And I got a high five from the student. Yay! 
#nicethings

Q: Wanted to see a gizmo over in Maps that 
was nonoperative
A: Evan hid it

Q: Student wanted my 
shirt
A: He said he liked it 
better than his. 
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